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The majority of early renewals have the
E-mail option checked off and that is quite
gratifying. CRCA members are showing
their support of saving the club money by
choosing to have their newsletters deliv-
ered electronically. The February issue
will be the first to be mailed as a PDF file.

If you haven’t renewed yet, be sure to
consider the E-mail option. To see a copy
of the January issue, and to download a
copy, visit the CRCA website at
www.CRCA.net. If you don’t have a copy
of the software (Adobe Acrobat) to read a
PDF file, there is a link to the Adobe web-
site from ours.

Receiving the newsletter through sub-
scription E-mail saves mailing and print-
ing costs (about $1 per issue), saves han-
dling and you will receive your copy
about five days earlier than through the
U.S. mail.

Many thanks to John Tomlinson for the
new look of the CRCA website and for
making the newsletter available through
E-mail.

Suspended riders

There is always some confusion at
renewal time among suspended riders in
regard to marshal assignments for the
coming year. If you missed one or two
dates in 2000, you will have to make up
those date(s) at a CRCA race before you
will be assigned a marshal date in 2001. 

To get off the suspended list, simply
show up at a CRCA race. Marshals are
expected to arrive 45 minutes before race
start and must arrive at least 15 minutes
before race start.

JB

E-mail Is Choice
Of Most Renewers
First Mailing in Feb.

Renewing Suspended Riders not
Assigned Date until off Suspension

Federal park officials held a meeting at
Floyd Bennett Field Dec. 15 with invited
bicycling advocates and proposed build-
ing a recreational facility there that could
include a velodrome, according to Millie
Shepetin of Team Tam. Millie and her
husband Tony promote a criterium series
at the field in the summer.

Multi-use site suggested

The National Parks Service will be solic-
iting requests for proposals in February.
One of the ideas brought forth by a ser-
vice employee is a multi-use bicycle cen-
ter, which could include, a bicycle muse-
um, bike training, educational programs,
family oriented bicycle trips and building
a velodrome. Other interest groups have
proposed an ice hockey rink.

Service officials have designated hang-

Federal Officials Raise Subject
of Velodrome at Floyd Bennett
Local Hopes & Activity Rise on Prospect of NYC Cycling Dream

ers 3 and 4 and the area
surrounding it as the
potential site of the facili-
ty. A velodrome would
have to be built outside,
since the space inside the
hangers is too small,
according to Millie.

Millie is forming a com-
mittee for those interested;
she can be reached at
teamtam@aol.com. An E-
group has been created:
NYCVelodrome, “A bul-
letin board devoted to the
construction of a world-
class velodrome in New
York City.” To sign up for
the site, go to www.
egroups.com.

Floyd Bennett Field is
part of Gateway National
Recreation Area, a 26,000
acre federal urban park.

The field is part of Jamaica Bay Unit.
Other units of the park are Breezy Point
(just south of Floyd Bennett Field), three
parcels on eastern Staten Island and the
peninsula of Sandy Hook, NJ.

Greg Avon, official of Kissena Cycling
Club, in a letter to the e-Group site stated,
“[A] Proposal should be for a world class
track[;] this way we could play up the
idea of hosting international events
(Olympics, World Championships). This
brings in money for the city. Multi-use
(including in-line skating, concerts, ...)
angle is a good one. This way the facility
would gain support from more people,
BMX, etc...”

Ferdie Scharf of CRCA pointed out that
current UCI Olympic requirements for a
new velodrome include a roof.   

Jim Boyd

El Florero by Ernesto Rodriguez, 34”h x 34” w
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New Year’s Century Ride
Meet at East 90th St. and Fifth Ave. in

Central Park—Engineers’ Gate—at 6:45 a.m.
Jan. 1 for the traditional CRCA New Year’s
Century ride. Pick up a card from me.

The ride will get under way at 7:00 a.m. Two
laps around the park and then north. Have
your cards signed at Bear Mt. Inn and return to
Engineers’ Gate as soon as you can.            JB

Choose to receive your news-letter
via E-mail when you fill out your

renewal for 2001. Thanks.

Pinarello Track Frame , 60 cm w/Fork & Bottom
Bracket, blue. New $700, sacrifice at $250.
Contact oszlakj@jostens.com

Park Consumer Workstand, excellent condition,
$70. Cane Creek race wheels, deep dish rims,
straight pull spokes, sealed bearings, excellent
condition, $150. Call Dave 646.526 6075.

Mavic Heliums, tubular with Vittoria CX tires
$299. Road Fork aluminum, brand new. Limar
Phantom helmet, medium, never worn $75.
Ksyrium clinchers $550. Northwave womens’
road shoes 39.5, never worn $75. Diadoro wom-
ens’ road shoes 39, never worn $60. Tubular
Race Wheels,-Dura Ace: Mavic Open 4 CD front,
Mavic GP4 rear 32 spoke $150. CycleOps Fluid
Trainer, perfect for snowy days, $125. Shimano
downtube shiftlevers with cables and housing, a
necessity for traveling to races—Murphy’s
Law—still in original packaging $25. Shimano
bar-end shifters for the time trialist in your fam-
ily, used in one miserable TT, only $45. Cinelli
stem 9cm, $20. Threadless stem, 11cm, $20. All
O.B.O. contact Deirdre Murphy:
rainbow97@att.net.

(This article appeared in the NY Times July 27,
2000 with the headline “Wired Cyclists Connect to
Computers to Measure Pedal Power,” under the
byline of Ian Austen.)

(Buyer beware. John Tomlinson bought a  Power-
Tap hub six weeks ago. It stopped working three
weeks ago. The company is up for sale and has
stopped manufacturing. They are not answering
telephone calls.)

Last winter, when people were still thinking
about skiing, the American cyclist Lance
Armstrong was beginning the training that led
to his second consecutive Tour de France vic-
tory last Sunday.

But sharp-eyed fans who saw him during

those preseason sessions might have noticed
something odd about Mr. Armstrong’s bike.
Its normal cranks—sleek, lightweight models
by Shimano—had been replaced by a slightly
awkward-looking pair. And on his handlebars
was a  red cycle computer perhaps twice the
size of Mr. Armstrong’s in-season model,
about the same size as the smallest of cell
phones.

Power monitor vs. heart monitor

The differences went beyond appearances.
Mr. Armstrong’s special cranks, made by the
German-based company Schoberer Rad
Messtechnik, or SRM, contained nine sensitive
strain gauges. When combined with the spe-
cial computer (also from SRM), they allowed
Mr. Armstrong to measure exactly how much
power he was generating.

In the past decade, measuring power output
has become standard training procedure for
many top-level professional cyclists. Now
SRM and a cycling electronics upstart called
Tune, based in Cambridge, Mass., are hoping
that lower-priced units for measuring power
will make converts among amateur cyclists as
well. “We’ve gone in to this market because we
think the general cycling market is ready for
using power measurement,” said Tune’s pres-
ident, Gerhard Pawelka. “It’s the next step.”

Like race-car drivers, cyclists are keenly
interested in power. Measuring power output
allows them to evaluate the effectiveness of
their training and spot potential physical prob-
lems. Unlike automobile racers, however,
cyclists are both the engine and the drivers of
their machines, and they measure their power
output in kilojoules or watts instead of horse-
power.

Accurate measure of fitness

Racing cyclists already suffer from informa-
tion overload. Their cyclometers can track
speed (actual, maximum and average), dis-
tance, pedaling rate and elapsed riding times.
Transmitters strapped around their chests
radio a running heartbeat count to their cycle
computer or a wristwatch-style receiver.

But Dede Demet-Barry, a professional cyclist
with the United States-based Saturn team, said
she had found power measurement to be a
valuable addition. “It’s a more accurate mea-
surement of my fitness than just the hear rate,
which is affected by other factors,” she said.
“It’s a very good indicator of overtraining.”

As a member of the national cycling team,
Mrs. Demet-Barry used power measurements
to alter her position on her bike to take maxi-

Methods of Measuring Pedal Power on the Road
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mum advantage of aerodynamics prior to
the 1996 Olympics.

Before 1986, the only way to measure
cyclists’ power output was by using sta-
tionary bicycles in sports medicine labs.
Then Ulrich Schoberer, a German biomed-
ical engineer who raced bicycles when he
wasn’t designing pacemakers, created a
device that would take measurements on
riders’ actual road bikes.

Both Mr. Schoberer’s creation, which
became the SRM crank, and Tune’s Power-
Tap hub rely on strain gauges. In simple
terms, they are pieces of extremely fine
wire formed into a series of tightly spaced
U shapes. The wire is bonded to a piece of
flexible plastic before being glued onto
either part of the crank (in SRM’s design)
or inside the rear hub (in Tune’s system).
Pedaling by cyclists slightly distorts the
aluminum of either the hub or crank. That,
in turn, stretches the strain gauge wires,
which then, according to a long established
principle of electrical engineering, reduces
the voltage of a small electrical current that
is constantly passed through them.
Software on the handlebars calculate how
much power output by the cyclist is repre-
sented by that minute voltage change.

Convenience versus accuracy

Mr. Schoberer, who is now president of
SRM, said that his tests had found that the

( . . . Measuring power, cont’d from page 2) crank was the only accurate place for
measurements because it was not distort-
ed by power loss caused by inefficiencies
from the bicycles chain and sprockets.
Christopher Zigmont, Tune’s marketing
director, acknowledged that, by using a
hub for its system, up to 4 percent of a
rider’s actual output may be missing from
its readings. But he said that a distortion
was offset by the fact that the hub made it
convenient for a cyclist to remove Tune’s
system when they don’t need power mea-
surement.

Both companies have also developed
radio telemetry systems that allow coach-
es and broadcasters to spy on rider’s exer-
tions. So far, their only television use has
come in a minor men’s race in Germany
and a women’s race in the United States. 

It may take a while before viewers are
able to monitor the progress of Mr.
Armstrong or anyone else in the Tour de
France. Once the professional men’s rac-
ing season is fully under way, power
measuring devices quickly disappear
from the bikes of top level riders. Part of
the problem is weight. Both companies
say their systems make a bicycle about
200 grams heavier.

For amateurs, cost may be the biggest
factor in keeping power measuring gad-
gets off their bikes. SRM’s amateur model
sells for about $1,530 and its more accu-
rate professional model costs about $2,300
at current exchange rates. Both can store

power readings, heart rate, pedal speed,
time and road speed for downloading
later to a PC. The devices can be ordered
online at www.srm.de.

Tune, which also sells its units on its
website (www.etune.com), has priced its
basic Power-Tap hub, which stores up to
seven hours of data, at $769 and offers
another model without memory for $499.
Purchasers of either unit must spend addi-
tional money to have the hub built into a
wheel.

Mr. Schoberer has found that his crank is
more popular with amateur cyclists in
Italy than with Americans. “Maybe it’s
because they’re like the Germans,” he said
of Americans. “They buy the best bike, get
the best wheels and then they say they
don’t have money for the computer,” Mr.
Shoberer said. “But you know, the Italians
are the best cyclists.”

¶
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CRCA Clothing

Jerseys (xs-xxl) $45.00
Shorts (m-xl only) 38.00
Windbreakers (sold out)
Kids T-shirts (sz 34-36) 6.00
Kids Jerseys 10.00

(old design size S)
Shipping 3.00

_____
Total $

Send checks, payable to CRCA, to:
Kristi Halpern
106 Summit St.
Oyster Bay, NY 11771-2319

212..222.8062
www.crca.net

BREAKAWAY
COURIER SYSTEMS

Support the Companies
That Support the Sport

212.947.4455

335 West 35th St.
New York, NY 10001

Last Issue Without Renewal


